
VIP Markerboards





> The porcelain enamel steel surface of the VIP Markerboard is easy to write on and 
conveys information in a way that facilitates reading.  The surface retains magnets, is 
impact resistant and scratch proof to ensure maximum durability.  The VIP Markerboard 
has a sliding track allowing it to be combined with other boards in the system, ensuring 
practical and elegant design.

> VIP Markerboards come in two configurations: with a single top track that allows for 
creating a bi-level presentation system; or a double rail top track that allows for a tri-level 
presentation system. The double rail track includes ball bearings for hanging paper. 
 
> Concealed mounting brackets allow the board to mount in the traditional VIP manner;
as if it's "floating." -

Finish:
Matte Anodized Aluminum Frame. Powder-Coated Aluminum Frame.

Dimensions:
Standard sizes

Accessory Pack for Markerboards:

Basic Accessory Pack–includes 4 Dry Erase Markers, Eraser w/Pad, 
10 Eraser Pad Refills, Eximo Cleaner and cloth

Premium Accessory Pack– includes 4 Dry Erase Markers, Magnetic Pen Holder, Eraser w/Pad,  
10 Eraser Pad Refills, 12–1" diameter Teflon magnets, Eximo Cleaner and cloth

PremiumPlus  Accessory Pack– includes All-in-One Hub, 8 Dry Erase Markers, Eraser w/Pad, 
10 Eraser Pad Refills, 12–1" diameter Teflon magnets, Eximo Cleaner and cloth, Microfiber towel
and hook, and water bottle.

VIP Markerboards
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where custom is standard
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36" w x 24" h 96" w x  51.3" h
48" w x 36" h 120" w x 51.3 h
48" w x 51.3" h 144" w x 51.3" h
60" w x 51.3" h 168" w x 51.3" h
72" w x 51.3" h 192" w x 51.3" h
84" w x 51.3" h

note: 36" to 192" boards are available with 
standard lead time. For custom sizes and 
lengths greater than 192", contact coronaVISUAL.


